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UNIVERSEH is an alliance of five European universities established to develop a new way of 

collaboration in the field of Space, within the “European Universities” initiative. 

The alliance aims to create new higher education interactive experiences for the university 

community, teachers and students, and for the benefit of society as a whole. Such initiatives will 

enable broadminded, informed and conscientious European citizens to capture and create new 

knowledge and become smart actors of European innovation, valorisation and societal 

dissemination within the Space sector, from science, engineering, liberal arts to culture. 
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1. Introduction 

The UNIVERSEH project website was launched on the 19th of November 2020, along with its 

social media pages (Facebook, LinkedIn), and ahead of the kick-off meeting of the project on 

the 14th of December 2020. Its web address is www.universeh.eu 

It has originally been developed in collaboration with a graphic, communication and web 

agency (logo, graphic chart, pages design); updates are now done through WP7 resources 

internally. 

The website will evolve throughout the lifetime of the project. For now, its main objective is to 

ensure the visibility of the project and support its implementation. In addition to this public-

facing website, a Google Workspace has been developed and fully tailored for UNIVERSEH 

and enables document-sharing and full collaborative working and workflows for all members 

of partners institutions involved in the project. This choice was made on the basis of its 

immediacy, ease of use and cost control. A computer science student has been hired to 

support the development and maintain interaction with all users. 

Also, UNIVERSEH website is fully compliant with all common platforms and is responsive to 

all displays.  

 

2. Overview of the main pages of the website 

Our key objective is to publish information on UNIVERSEH in lay language to encourage the 

general public to engage into the project and ultimately take ownership of it. Also, the 

implementation of a user-centred approach will invite the visitor to discover pages tailored to 

his/her needs and interests. 

The following landing page gives an overview of the project and latest news, as well as project 

partners and funders. 

  

http://www.universeh.eu/
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First landing page and subsequent pages from the menu 
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3. Future developments 

The goal of the website is to be user friendly and to offer information to a specific “client”, 

students, staff, researchers, academics. Future developments of the website include: 

- continuous update, refining of existing static content and its structure, publishing 

updates in the project’s forthcoming, especially through the news section 

- adding sections / pages for ‘Beyond UNIVERSEH’ 

- full roll-out of the MOPLAT platform in the coming weeks 

- inclusion of direct links to the Google Workspace and Moodle platform landing pages 

- dedicated work packages pages 

- dedicated user pages including mobility (going abroad), courses offered by 

UNIVERSEH, start-ups & funding pages, research collaboration and already running 

collaborative projects in the space sector. 

Further to these, public dedicated forums may be a good option to reinforce are included the 

societal impact of UNIERSEH. However, we are at the very beginning of the evaluation of this 

possibility as moderation will be a key element of quality and success. The inevitable drawback 

is the extensive and proficient resources needed for such a forum moderation. This is a 

concern within the project financial plan. 

Another option to be explored is participative blog posts, where students, staff, researchers, 

academics can submit their experiences & success stories, which will then be posted in a 

dedicated section around dedicated topics (e.g., mobility experiences, accessibility/diversity 

experiences and tips). 

In a nutshell, our policy is to move towards the best service to all members of the alliance, 

students, staff, researchers and academics through a discerning approach. 


